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ABSTRACT
The atmospheric response to an idealized decline in Arctic sea ice is investigated in a novel fully coupled
climate model experiment. In this experiment two ensembles of single-year model integrations are performed
starting on 1 April, the approximate start of the ice melt season. By perturbing the initial conditions of sea ice
thickness (SIT), declines in both sea ice concentration and SIT, which result in sea ice distributions that are
similar to the recent sea ice minima of 2007 and 2012, are induced. In the ice loss regions there are strong
(;3 K) local increases in sea surface temperature (SST); additionally, there are remote increases in SST in the
central North Pacific and subpolar gyre in the North Atlantic. Over the central Arctic there are increases in
surface air temperature (SAT) of ;8 K due to increases in ocean–atmosphere heat fluxes. There are increases
in SAT over continental North America that are in good agreement with recent changes as seen by reanalysis
data. It is estimated that up to two-thirds of the observed increase in SAT in this region could be related to
Arctic sea ice loss. In early summer there is a significant but weak atmospheric circulation response that
projects onto the summer North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). In early summer and early autumn there is an
equatorward shift of the eddy-driven jet over the North Atlantic as a result of a reduction in the meridional
temperature gradients. In winter there is no projection onto a particular phase of the NAO.

1. Introduction
Arctic sea ice has been in decline since approximately the start of the satellite era (circa 1979) when
observations of the sea ice extent became more widely
available (Comiso 2012). The rate of decline of sea ice
extent has increased from ;4% decade21 between
1978 and 2010 to ;8.3% decade21 between 1996 and
2010 (Comiso 2012). Sea ice is a physical barrier between the ocean and atmosphere that modulates the
ocean–atmosphere fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum. The reduction of Arctic sea ice from the
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September mean value of ;7.5 3 106 km2 in the early
1980s to ;3.5 3 106 km2 in 2012 (NSIDC 2012) implies
that there will be associated changes in the surface
fluxes (Porter et al. 2012). Changes in the surface fluxes
are not restricted to the time of maximum ice loss;
rather, it has been shown by Deser et al. (2010), for
example, that the largest surface fluxes occur in late
autumn and early winter when the ocean–atmosphere
temperature gradient is greatest. It is predicted that as
emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) continue
throughout this century the Arctic will warm at a rate
faster than the global mean temperature; this is known
as Arctic amplification (AA; see, e.g., Winton 2006;
Collins et al. 2013). As a result it is predicted that the
Arctic will become seasonally ice free (defined as less
than 1 3 106 km2 in ice extent) at some time during the
middle of this century (Stroeve 2012). The extent to
which recent changes in the Arctic may have the potential to affect the large-scale atmospheric circulation
has become an active area of research in recent years,
and numerous studies (see discussion below) of reanalysis data and model simulations have sought to
address this question. For a comprehensive review of
the effects of Arctic sea ice decline on the large-scale
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atmospheric circulation, see Cohen et al. (2014), Vihma
(2014), and Budikova (2009).
Recent studies of reanalysis data, such as Francis et al.
(2009), Honda et al. (2009), Jaiser et al. (2012), Liu et al.
(2012), and Tang et al. (2013), have suggested that
anomalously low Arctic sea ice in autumn precedes a
negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation–Arctic
Oscillation (NAO–AO) in winter. This implies that
anomalously cold Eurasian winters may be linked to
declines in Arctic sea ice. Liu et al. (2012) and Overland
et al. (2011) suggest that reduced Arctic sea ice in the
Barents and Kara Seas increases the midtropospheric
heights in this region in winter, and a downstream
trough occurs over central Eurasia, resulting in a cooling
of the Eurasian continent. Francis and Vavrus (2012,
2015) suggest that as a result of AA (which is greatest in
winter) there is a reduction in the meridional temperature gradient that leads to slower, higher-amplitude
planetary waves and an increased likelihood of persistent weather patterns. However, Screen and Simmonds
(2013) find that the link between AA and changes in
planetary waves is sensitive to the metric used to define
the waves and do not find robust changes in planetary
waves in winter, though there are indications that in
summer there are detectable changes. Studies of reanalysis data are limited; they can identify correlations
and covariability but cannot assign causality.
Climate modeling studies provide a framework within
which declines in Arctic sea ice can be prescribed and
causality can be more readily determined. There have
been a number of modeling studies seeking to identify
the atmospheric response to declines in Arctic sea ice
and there have been a range of results reported in the
literature (Deser et al. 2010; Cohen et al. 2014). For
example, Magnusdottir et al. (2004), Deser et al. (2004),
and Peings and Magnusdottir (2014) find that anomalously low Arctic sea ice in autumn is followed by a
negative phase of the NAO–AO. However, Deser et al.
(2010) find a negative mean sea level pressure (MSLP)
response over the central Arctic in early winter and
negligible changes in midwinter; only in February is
there a projection onto the negative phase of the NAO.
Singarayer et al. (2006) find a positive AO response in
winter to anomalously low Arctic sea ice in autumn.
Screen et al. (2013) and Petrie et al. (2015) find that the
winter response to anomalously low Arctic sea ice in
autumn is smaller than natural variability.
In summer the atmospheric circulation response to
Arctic sea ice decline is smaller in magnitude than in
winter. However, summer has a smaller range of natural
variability and therefore changes in circulation may be
more readily detectable. Tang et al. (2014) (a study of
ERA-Interim data) suggest that the loss of Arctic sea
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ice, combined with the reduction in Northern Hemisphere snow cover, weakens the upper-level zonal winds
and induces a higher-amplitude, poleward-shifted jet
stream that increases the likelihood of extreme summer
weather over the northern midlatitudes. The modeling
studies of Balmaseda et al. (2010), Screen (2013),
Knudsen et al. (2015), and Petrie et al. (2015) all
suggest a link between declines in Arctic sea ice and
northwestern European summer climate. Screen (2013)
finds a link between the reduction in Arctic sea ice
and increased summer rainfall over northern Europe.
Balmaseda et al. (2010), Knudsen et al. (2015), and
Petrie et al. (2015) suggest that declines in Arctic sea ice
may be associated with the negative phase of the summer NAO (Folland et al. 2009).
The majority of modeling studies investigating the
impacts of Arctic sea ice decline on the large-scale atmospheric circulation have been atmosphere-only experiments (e.g., Alexander et al. 2004; Singarayer et al.
2006; Seierstad and Bader 2009; Deser et al. 2010;
Petrie et al. 2015; among many others). These studies
have not accounted for ocean–atmosphere interactions
and so may not capture the full atmospheric response to
declines in Arctic sea ice. In addition, each experiment
prescribes different sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea
surface temperature (SST) boundary conditions for
their control and perturbation experiments. Some
studies have attempted to account for the local changes
in SST due to the loss of sea ice (e.g., Balmaseda et al.
2010; Screen et al. 2013; Peings and Magnusdottir
2014), which can be as much as 5 K locally, as observed
in 2007 (Perovich et al. 2008). One unaddressed question is whether the differences in the specification of
the lower boundary condition in atmosphere-only experiments contribute to the very large diversity of responses seen in the atmospheric circulation (Cohen
et al. 2014). A natural extension to using atmosphereonly simulations to investigate the large-scale atmospheric response to Arctic sea ice decline is to utilize
ocean–atmosphere coupled climate model simulations.
To date, only a few ocean–atmosphere coupled experiments investigating the loss of Arctic sea ice have
been performed, such as Graversen and Wang (2009),
Scinocca et al. (2009), and Deser et al. (2015).
Graversen and Wang (2009) discuss the role of surface
albedo feedbacks in Arctic amplification, Scinocca
et al. (2009) discuss the stratospheric response, and
Deser et al. (2015) discuss the role of ocean feedbacks
and zonal mean atmospheric response to Arctic sea ice
loss. These coupled simulations allow for potentially
important ocean–atmosphere interactions that are not
permitted in an atmosphere-only simulation. A question to be addressed is whether experiments that allow
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for coupled ocean–atmosphere interactions might have
qualitatively different responses from those seen in
atmosphere-only experiments.
The aim of this study is to investigate the large-scale
atmospheric response to an idealized decline in Arctic
sea ice within a fully coupled simulation. This simulation fully accounts for ocean–atmosphere coupling
through the fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum,
as well as local changes in SST in response to Arctic sea
ice loss. However, to investigate the impact of Arctic
sea ice loss, an alternative method of inducing sea ice
melt within a coupled modeling framework must be
found. This can be done by altering the surface albedo
of the sea ice (Scinocca et al. 2009) or forcing sea ice
melt through increased longwave radiative flux (Deser
et al. 2015). Since recent declines in Arctic sea ice are
characterized by not only declines in sea ice concentration but also declines in sea ice thickness (SIT;
Polyakov et al. 2012), in this modeling experiment the
approach taken is to artificially thin the Arctic sea ice
at the start of the melt season. This novel approach to
investigating the atmospheric response to Arctic sea
ice loss is a physically consistent approach, negating
the need to specify the SIC and SST boundary conditions, and fully accounts for local SST changes in response to melting sea ice and ocean–atmosphere
interactions.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section
2 discusses the experimental methodology, including a
description and evaluation of the model and the experimental design. Section 3 presents recent observed
changes of SIC, SIT, SST, and surface air temperature
(SAT) in the Arctic. Section 4 presents the model responses to the perturbation experiment, considering the
local and remote thermodynamic responses and circulation responses. Section 5 provides a summary and
conclusions.

2. Methodology
Section 2a provides a description of the model used in
the numerical simulations and an evaluation of its ability
to simulate the mean state of some key variables. Section 2b describes the experimental design in detail.

a. Model description and evaluation
In this experiment the Global Climate Model version
2.0 (GC2.0) of the Met Office Unified Model (UM) is
used (Williams et al. 2015). The atmospheric resolution
is N96L85 (i.e., a horizontal resolution of 1.258 3 1.858
with 85 vertical levels extending up to ;85 km). This
atmospheric component is coupled to version 3.4 of the
Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO)
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ocean model (Madec 2008) and version 4.1 of the Los
Alamos sea ice model (CICE) with five ice categories
(Hunke and Lipscomb 2008). Both NEMO and CICE
have a 0.258 horizontal resolution, and NEMO has 75
vertical levels. In this study we provide an evaluation of
the key variables: SIC, SIT, and SST [for a full assessment of GC2.0, see Williams et al. (2015)].
In Fig. 1 observationally derived data averaged over
the reference period 1981–2000 for SIC, SIT, and SSTs
are compared with the mean of the model control run.
Two different two-monthly periods are evaluated: (i)
the April–May (AM) mean, which approximates the
start of the ice melt season, and (ii) August–September
(AS), which approximates the sea ice minimum.
Figures 1a–d show that the model representation of the
SIC distributions in AM and AS are in good agreement
with the HadISST data. There are biases in SIC in AS
where the model has a tendency to overestimate the
SICs in the marginal seas surrounding the central
Arctic and underestimate the SIC to the east of the
North Pole.
Figures 1e–h show that there are biases in the model
representation of the SIT distributions when compared with the Pan-Arctic Ice Ocean Modeling and
Assimilation System (PIOMAS; Zhang and Rothrock
2003; Schweiger et al. 2011) estimates of sea ice
thickness. In AM at the start of the melt season the
model overestimates the SIT in the Beaufort, Chukchi,
East Siberian, and Laptev Seas by between 1 and 3 m.
These biases in SIT imply that it is less likely that
extreme sea ice minima (as have been seen in recent
years) would be simulated through internal variability
alone. In AS sea ice of O(1.5) m extends across the
Arctic basin. The PIOMAS model of the AS distribution
of SIT estimates that the thickest ice of O(3) m is pushed
up against the Canadian archipelago and Greenland and
that SIT then decreases in depth across the Arctic to the
Siberian coast. The model does not capture this
structure, having sea ice that is too thin along the coast
of the Canadian archipelago and Greenland and too
thick in the region of the Chukchi and East Siberian
Seas.
Figures 1i–l show that the model representations of the
SST distributions (for the entire Northern Hemisphere)
are in reasonable agreement with the HadISST data. In
AM the model has cool SST biases in the North Atlantic
and central North Pacific when compared with the
HadISST data. In AS the cool bias is more prominent in
the central North Pacific with a reasonable distribution of
SSTs in the North Atlantic. The Northern Hemisphere
cold biases are common among the general circulation
models (GCMs) used in phase 5 of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Wang et al. 2014).
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FIG. 1. The mean states of the observational derived data are compared with the model control for AM (two left columns) and AS (two
right columns). The model is compared with HadISST data for (a)–(d) SIC and (i)–(l) SST, and the model is compared against PIOMAS
data for (e)–(h) SIT. SIC and SIT are shown from 508 to 908N, and SSTs are shown from 08 to 908N.

b. Experimental design
The aim of this model experiment is to investigate the
impact of Arctic sea ice loss on the atmosphere within a
fully coupled system. The initial conditions of the SIT

field at the start of the melt season are perturbed so that
during the seasonal cycle the sea ice declines to give an
SIC minimum anomaly approximating the minima seen
in recent observations. Only the SIT is perturbed; the
SIC is unchanged. Perturbing the initial conditions of
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FIG. 2. The model initial conditions of SIT distribution on 1 April for (a) the control experiment and (b) the
perturbation experiment from 508 to 908N.

SIT at the start of the melt season within the fully coupled system is a physically consistent way to induce low
sea ice extents at the seasonal minimum, as recent declines in Arctic sea ice are characterized by declines in
both SIC and SIT (Polyakov et al. 2012).
The integrations begin on 1 April from a previously
spun-up present-day control run (which was evaluated
in section 2a) and are then integrated for one year. A
control experiment (CTRL) is performed where no SIT
perturbation is applied, and a perturbation experiment
(PERT) is performed with perturbed SIT initial conditions. The same initial conditions of SIC and SSTs are
used in both CTRL and PERT; both experiments use
the same present-day annual cycle of GHGs and aerosols. Each experiment is an ensemble of 30 members.
The different ensemble members are initialized by using
30 different atmospheric initial conditions. Both CTRL
and PERT use the same ensemble of atmospheric initial
conditions.
Figures 2a,b show the ensemble-mean SIT distributions for CTRL and PERT, respectively. Figure 2b
shows how the SIT has been artificially thinned at the
start of the melt season (1 April). Below 728N all ice
covered data points are set to be 10 cm thick with all the
sea ice assigned to the first ice category of CICE; this
ensures that sea ice outside of the central Arctic and sea
ice in the marginal seas melt during the integration. In
the Canadian archipelago ice is set to be 50 cm; again,
this sea ice is assigned to the first ice category. Sea ice (in
each of the five ice categories of CICE) in the Fram

Strait is linearly thinned from 808 to 728N. Between 728
and 808N in the central Arctic, sea ice is first reduced to
70% of its original value in each of the five ice categories
and then linearly thinned from 808 to 728N. The perturbation applied to SIT is a way of inducing anomalously low SICs at the sea ice minimum in September.
Although the perturbation in SIT is quite large as a result of the SIT biases in CTRL, the atmospheric response to a first order will be dominated by the presence
or absence of ice rather than the ice thickness.

3. Recently observed changes in the Arctic
The Arctic region has been changing rapidly in recent
years. Some of the recent changes that have occurred are
shown in Fig. 3. The differences shown are the mean of
the recent low-ice period (2007–13) relative to the mean
of the reference period (1981–2000). Stippled regions
indicate where the signal-to-noise ratio is greater than
1.0; the signal-to-noise ratio is defined as the difference
divided by 1.0s (one standard deviation) of the twomonthly period. No signal-to-noise ratio is plotted on
the SIT field, as nearly all points have a signal-to-noise
ratio greater than 1.0; the only exceptions are in the East
Siberian and Laptev Seas.
Figures 3a–e show the differences in SIC in the recent
period relative to the reference period from the ERAInterim data (Dee et al. 2011). The reduction in SIC that
has been well documented (see, e.g., Comiso 2012) can
be clearly seen by a loss of SIC in the Barents and Kara
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FIG. 3. Recent changes in the Arctic region from 2007 to 2013 are shown relative to the reference period 1981–2000
from 508 to 908N. Differences are shown for (a)–(e) SIC, (f)–(j) SIT, (k)–(o) SST, and (p)–(t) SAT. Data are taken
from ERA-Interim for SIC, SST, and SAT (for consistency) and from PIOMAS for SIT. The differences shown are
for two-monthly means JJ, AS, ON, DJ, and FM. The recent changes from 2007 to 2013 are shown relative to the
reference period 1981–2000. Panels (a)–(e) show SIC differences taken from the HadISST dataset (from 508 to 908N),
where the gray contour shows the climatological position of the sea ice (i.e., where the SIC is greater than 0.15 in the
reference period). Stippling indicates where the signal-to-noise ratio (difference divided by one standard deviation of
the two-monthly period) is greater than 1.0. No signal-to-noise is plotted on the SIT field, as all points with the
exception of in the East Siberian and Laptev Seas have a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 1.0.
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Seas in winter and a loss of ice in all the marginal seas
surrounding the central Arctic in the summer
and autumn.
Figures 3f–j shows the differences in SIT. The SIT
data are from the PIOMAS dataset. CryoSat-2 has
shown that the SIT estimates from PIOMAS give a
reasonable estimation of the SIT (Laxon et al. 2013).
Figures 3f–j show that there have been declines in SIT in
all seasons across the entire Arctic basin. This is in
contrast to the SIC, which shows limited declines over
the winter months. The largest declines in thickness over
the Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian, and Laptev Seas
are in summer and autumn. This is consistent with the
findings of Polyakov et al. (2012) and is indicative of the
decline of multiyear thick ice in favor of thinner firstyear ice.
Figures 3k–o shows the differences in SST from ERAInterim data. Regions of warming that have a signal-tonoise ratio greater than 1.0 are seen in the Atlantic at
high latitudes and in the region of the Barents and Kara
Seas. These warm differences are likely due in part to
the rapid warming in the North Atlantic in the early
1990s (e.g., Palmer and Haines 2009; Sarafanov et al.
2008), with a component due to a forced response from
anthropogenic warming (Collins et al. 2013). Positive
SST anomalies in the North Atlantic may have played a
role in enhancing the decline of Arctic sea ice, particularly in the Labrador, Barents, and Kara Seas (Smedsrud
et al. 2013). In the central North Pacific there are warm
SST differences, and along the west coast of North
America there are cool SST differences; this pattern
projects onto the negative phase of the Pacific decadal
oscillation (PDO).
Figures 3p–t show the differences in SAT from ERAInterim data. A clear signal of warm differences in the
recent low-ice period compared with the reference period over the regions of ice loss is seen from August to
February. In June–July (JJ) the heat flux is from the
atmosphere to the ocean and so available energy is used
to melt ice and warm the upper ocean (Serreze and
Barry 2011); in other months, the heat flux is from the
ocean to the atmosphere, leading to warm SAT differences. However the warming is not confined to the regions of ice loss. In JJ, AS, and October–November
(ON) there are widespread continental positive SAT
differences; regions where the signal-to-noise ratio is
greater than 1.0 are limited to northeastern North
America and central Eurasia. In December–January
(DJ) there is a signal of Eurasian continental cooling.
This is consistent with the warm Arctic–cold continents
(WACC) pattern (Overland et al. 2011), which consists
of positive temperature anomalies over the Arctic and
negative temperature anomalies over the continental
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midlatitudes. A similar pattern can be seen in January–
February (JF), but the cold differences are at higher
latitudes and have limited regions where the signal-tonoise ratio is greater than 1.0.

4. Model responses
In this section the model responses in the PERT experiment are considered as the ensemble-mean differences of PERT relative to the ensemble mean of CTRL.
Results are presented as two-monthly means to allow
for a comparison between the early and late seasonal
responses. They are ordered as follows: section 4a discusses the response of the SIT, section 4b discusses the
thermodynamic responses, and section 4c discusses the
atmospheric circulation responses. The vertical structure of the temperature and salinity responses in the
Arctic, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans are shown in the
supplementary material.

a. Evolution of sea ice thickness
Figure 4 shows the two-monthly ensemble means of
the spatial evolution of the SIT distribution throughout
the full year of integration for CTRL, PERT, and the
difference. Stippling indicates that the difference is
statistically significant at the 95% level using a Student’s
t test. Figures 4g–l show that as the experiment progresses the artificially thinned ice melts preferentially
(with an induced loss of SIC; see section 4b, Fig. 5). Over
the year of integration the ice melts in a way that resembles the recent observed sea ice distributions as
shown by the SICs in Figs. 3a–e. The AS sea ice coverage
approximates the spatial distribution of the lowest observed sea ice years, 2007 and 2012 (e.g., Comiso et al.
2008; Walsh 2013). Note that the sea ice in Hudson Bay
has completely melted away by JJ, which differs from
recent observations. During the recent low-ice period it
is not until at least August that sea ice in Hudson Bay
melts away (Fig. 3g). In subsequent analysis of the
model response to this perturbation, AM will not be
considered. In AM most of the Arctic remains ice covered (see Fig. 4g), and therefore ocean–atmosphere
fluxes are small in this season.

b. Thermodynamic responses
Figure 5 shows the responses of SIC, SST, SAT, and the
total turbulent surface heat flux [latent and sensible (L 1
S) surface heat flux] in the PERT experiment as twomonthly ensemble means from JJ to FM. Figures 5a–e
show the SIC declines in response to the PERT experiment; the largest declines are seen in Hudson Bay in JJ
and in the marginal seas in JJ, AS, and ON. The seasonal
evolution of the SIC decline approximates the observed
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FIG. 4. Two-monthly means of the SIT distribution for (a)–(f) CTRL, (g)–(l) PERT, and (m)–(r) the difference (DIFF) from 508 to 908N.
Stippling in (m)–(r) indicates where differences are significant at the 95% level from a Student’s t test.

declines that have been seen over the recent low-ice period (cf. Figs. 3a–e).
Figures 5f–j show that there are both local and remote
increases in SSTs in the Northern Hemisphere in the
PERT experiment. The local responses are where icecovered regions in CTRL become ice free in PERT and
are therefore collocated with the declines in SIC. Where
sea ice is lost, open water warms because of direct radiative absorption, resulting in an increase in SST. The
statistically significant SST increases are in Hudson Bay
and the marginal seas surrounding the central Arctic,
with the largest increases seen in AS and ON with a
magnitude of ;3 K. The warming is not confined to the
surface but is present throughout the mixed layer. These
large increases in SST in the marginal seas are present
only in AS in the reanalysis data (Fig. 3l). In the model
simulation the ice has been reduced more extensively
than during the observed recent low-ice period and the
warm SSTs persist into ON. These large increases in SST
highlight the importance of correct specification of SIC

and SST boundary conditions in any atmosphere-only
experiment investigating the impacts of sea ice decline.
An atmosphere-only experiment that does not account
for local increases in SSTs of ;3 K in regions of ice loss
will underestimate the SST forcing from sea ice loss.
Remote increases in SST are seen in both the Atlantic
and Pacific. Increases in SST in AS, ON, and DJ in the
North Atlantic can be seen in Hudson Bay and the
Labrador Sea and reach as far south as the subpolar
gyre. In the central North Pacific, increases in SST are
seen down to 508N. This remote warming cannot be
explained through the process of melting ice exposing
the sea surface and allowing direct radiative absorption
and therefore must be driven by another process; this
will be discussed after consideration of the SAT and
surface heat fluxes.
Figures 5k–o show that there are again both local and
remote increases in SAT. There are local increases in
SAT in JJ in Hudson Bay, the Labrador Sea, and the
Bering Strait. From AS to FM there are both local and
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FIG. 5. Two-monthly means of model response differences (PERT 2 CTRL) of (a)–(e) SIC, (f)–(j) SST, (k)–(o) SAT, and (p)–(t) L 1 S
surface heat flux from 458 to 908N. Stippling indicates where the response is significant at the 95% level from a Student’s t test.

remote increases in SAT. In AS the largest temperature
increases are restricted to the regions of ice loss (i.e., a
local response), though temperature increases can be
seen across the Arctic basin and over continental North

America and Eurasia. The largest increases in SAT over
the Arctic is in ON with increases of ;8–10 K, and increases in SAT persist into DJ (;5–8 K) and FM (;2 K).
During ON and DJ the large increases in SAT are not
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confined to the regions of ice loss; they extend over the
entire Arctic basin and spread south over continental
North America and to a limited extent over Siberia. This
is in contrast to Petrie et al. (2015), where in an
atmosphere-only sea ice loss experiment it was found
that the SAT increases were spatially limited to the regions of ice loss, indicating that the role of ocean–
atmosphere coupling is important in generating the
widely distributed positive temperature response. It is
interesting to note that the spatial distribution of increases in SAT seen in the model over the central Arctic
and over North America are similar to those seen in the
recent low-ice period (cf. Figs. 3p–t). The central Arctic
warming is approximately 1.5 times greater in the model
than in the reanalysis; for example, in ON and DJ the
local increases in SAT in the model are ;8–10 K,
whereas the ERA-Interim estimate is ;5–8 K. The
North American continental warming in the model and
the reanalysis data are of a similar magnitude (;1 K).
This implies that up to two-thirds of the North American
continental warming in the recent period may be a response to the recent decline in Arctic sea ice. In the
model the SAT increases are driven by the loss of Arctic
sea ice. In ON and DJ the changes in the top-ofatmosphere radiative balance are small compared with
the changes in total surface fluxes (not shown), and
therefore the heat released from the ocean in the regions
of sea ice loss in autumn and early winter must be exported southward out of the Arctic (Shaffrey and Sutton
2006). In the reanalysis data other factors such as increased radiative forcings or increases in GHGs among
others could have contributed to the continental North
American increase in SAT. Therefore the estimate of
the contribution of sea ice loss to the continental North
American increase in SAT is an upper limit. In DJ there
is a region of continental Eurasian cooling at lower latitudes that is similar to the warm Arctic–cold continents
pattern (Overland et al. 2011) and the recent observed
changes (Fig. 3s), though it is smaller in magnitude and
spatial extent and is not statistically significant at the
95% level.
Figures 5p–t show that there are positive L 1 S surface
heat fluxes in the regions of sea ice loss, indicating an
ocean-to-atmosphere heat flux. The positive L 1 S surface heat fluxes to the atmosphere begin in AS in conjunction with the start of the ice growth season and
persists through to FM. The most prominent positive
L 1 S surface heat fluxes are in ON and DJ where there
are heat fluxes in excess of 60 W m22 in the marginal seas
of the central Arctic where the ice loss is greatest. The
largest surface heat fluxes do not coincide with the sea ice
minimum in September; rather, they occur later in the season in autumn and early winter when the ocean–atmosphere
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temperature gradient is greatest, which is consistent
with Deser et al. (2010). Other regions such as Hudson
Bay and the Labrador, Barents, and Kara Seas also show
positive L 1 S surface heat fluxes. There are regions
outside of the central Arctic where L 1 S is negative
(i.e., the flux of heat is from atmosphere to ocean); these
regions include the North Atlantic and North Pacific but
most notably occur in the eastern North Atlantic in
DJ. Where sea ice is lost during the melt season the open
water absorbs additional heat, and during the autumn
and early winter this additional heat is then released
back to the atmosphere. The changes in the top-ofatmosphere radiative balance in autumn and early
winter are small compared with the changes in the total
surface fluxes (not shown). Therefore, the spatial pattern of turbulent surface heat fluxes are indicative of a
southward export of heat from the Arctic to the North
Atlantic and North Pacific by the atmosphere where it
warms the subpolar and midlatitude oceans and land
(Shaffrey and Sutton 2006). (Note that the time scale in
this experiment is too short for an advective response in
ocean as each ensemble member is only a single-year
integration of the model.) This is reflected in the increase in SSTs in the North Atlantic and North Pacific
that are outside of the regions of ice loss and in the
midlatitude continental SAT increases.
Figures 6a–e show the zonal mean temperatures as a
function of latitude (from 08 to 908N) and height (from
900 to 200 hPa; the lowest levels are not included to
exclude orographic effects). Positive temperature responses with a large vertical extent are most pronounced
and statistically significant at the 95% level in AS, ON,
and DJ. In AS at the start of the ice growth season there
are positive temperature responses (;1 K) that are statistically significant from approximately 508 to 808N and
extend up to ;400 hPa. In ON the statistically significant
response is from approximately 608 to 908N. Between
608 and 708N the warm responses (;1 K) reach
;500 hPa. At higher latitudes from 708 to 908N temperature increases in excess of 1 K are seen but extend
up to only ;700 hPa. In DJ the extent of the positive
temperature response is again reduced, extending up to
;600 hPa between 608 and 708N and ;800 hPa between
708 and 908N. In summer the Arctic boundary layer inversion is weaker and higher than in winter (Serreze and
Barry 2005). In AS this weaker inversion allows the
Arctic (608–908N) troposphere to warm to greater
depths (e.g., through turbulent mixing) than in ON and
DJ when the inversion is stronger and lower.
Figures 7a–e shows the zonal mean precipitation responses (from 308 to 908N) as a percentage of the zonal
mean average; the crosses denote responses that are
statistically significant at the 95% level. In JJ there is a
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FIG. 6. Temperature anomalies as a function of latitude and height in the free troposphere (900–200 hPa). Stippling indicates where the
response is significant at the 95% level from a Student’s t test.

significant ;5% increase in precipitation around 608N. In
AS this increases to 10%–15%. In ON there is a ;30%
increase in precipitation north of 808N, with statistically
significant increases between 5% and 30% between 658
and 808N; a similar response is seen in DJ, but the percentage increase in precipitation is lower. As a result of
the reduction in sea ice there is a flux of moisture as well
as a flux of heat from the ocean to the atmosphere (shown
in AS, ON, and DJ in Figs. 5l–n and 6b–d) in the ice
growth seasons. Sea ice melt increases moisture availability and induces greater ocean-to-atmosphere heat
fluxes, which lead to positive tropospheric temperature
anomalies (Fig. 6). The warmer atmosphere at high latitudes therefore has a greater relative humidity, which
implies increased precipitation. Comparing the increase
in SAT in the central Arctic (i.e., north of 708N) there is a
;5% increase in precipitation per 1 K increase in SAT.
Figures 8a–e show Arctic (708–908N) average cloud
fraction responses. The only statistically significant responses are in AS and ON. In AS, there is a 10%–15%
decrease near the surface and a ;5% increase in fractional
cloud cover between 1000 and 1500 m. In ON there is a
5%–10% decrease in cloud cover near the surface and a
5%–15% increase between 500 and 2000 m. The pattern of
decreases and increases of fractional cloud cover in the
lower atmosphere reflect the lower-tropospheric positive
temperature anomalies (Fig. 6) and represent a deepening
of the Arctic boundary layer. In AS and ON there are small
increases in net surface shortwave radiation (not shown) of
approximately 10 W m22 in the Arctic. These are much

smaller than the turbulent surface heat fluxes (Figs. 5q,r),
implying that changes in the turbulent surface fluxes are
dominating the model response.
Figures 9a–e show the Northern Hemisphere continental snow-cover responses. Greenland shows a decline in snow cover around the perimeter across all
seasons, which is consistent with recent observations of
the declining Greenland ice sheet (Hall et al. 2013). In
ON, DJ, and FM, there is a general decline in the Canadian snowpack and the central Eurasian snowpack,
with statistically significant increases in snow cover being restricted to northeastern Eurasia. The spatial pattern of snow cover is qualitatively similar to Deser et al.
(2010). The spatial patterns of declines in the autumn
and winter snow cover over North America are consistent with the increases in SAT seen in Fig. 5. The increase in the snow cover over northeastern Eurasia
might be consistent with the mean flow (the Siberian
high) advecting anomalously moist air from the Arctic
southward where the increased precipitation falls as
snow. The model shows a general decline in the central
Eurasian snow cover in autumn through increases in
SAT; this implies that a decrease in Eurasian snow cover
may be a response to the loss of Arctic sea ice.

c. Atmospheric circulation responses
Figure 10 shows the two-monthly responses for
MSLP, geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500), and zonal
wind at 850 hPa (U850). In JJ (Fig. 10a) there is an anticyclonic response in MSLP over Greenland and the
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FIG. 7. Two-monthly means of zonal mean precipitation responses as a percentage difference from CTRL. Crosses denote statistically
significant responses at the 95% level from a Student’s t test. Vertical dashed lines are used to indicate the 0% line.

central Arctic. There is a cyclonic anomaly over the
central North Atlantic that extends into Europe and
over northeastern Russia. These responses are generally
small in magnitude but show some regions of statistical
significance at the 95% level. This response is equivalently barotropic, as Z500 (Fig. 10f) has a similar spatial
pattern. The Z500 pattern projects onto the negative
phase of the summer North Atlantic Oscillation (SNAO;
Folland et al. 2009). A negative phase of the SNAO implies that northwestern Europe will experience relatively
cyclonic conditions and as a result will likely experience
heavy rainfall events (Folland et al. 2009). In the recent
low-ice period (2007–14) there have been a number of
years in which the summer circulation projected onto
the negative phase of the SNAO (Petrie et al. 2015); in
many of these years northwestern Europe has experienced extreme flooding events (Blackburn et al. 2008;
Folland et al. 2009; Screen 2013). Studies by Balmaseda
et al. (2010), Screen (2013), Knudsen et al. (2015), and
Petrie et al. (2015) have suggested that the decline in
Arctic sea ice and associated changes in SSTs may be
responsible for the observed negative SNAO. Petrie
et al. (2015) suggested that the decline in sea ice in the
Labrador Sea region leads to warming in the lower free
troposphere; through thermal wind balance this implies
that there is a weakening of the low-level jet over North
America. Downstream there is a cyclonic response over
northwestern Europe, consistent with Rossby wave
propagation. The results of this coupled experiment are
consistent with this mechanism. There is a weakening of
the zonal winds on the poleward flank of the low-level
jet over the North Atlantic and a strengthening on the
equatorward flank (Fig. 10k), consistent with an

equatorward shift of the eddy-driven jet and a negative
phase of the SNAO. The reduced atmospheric meridional
temperature gradient results in an elongated zonal Atlantic storm track (not shown), as is associated with a
negative phase of the SNAO (Dong et al. 2013). The cyclonic response in JJ over northwestern Europe has approximately the same magnitude as in Petrie et al. (2015).
The anticyclonic response in JJ over Greenland is approximately 2 times greater than in Petrie et al. (2015),
indicating that coupled processes are important in capturing the magnitude of the anticyclonic response over
Greenland.
In AS, ON, and DJ there are cyclonic anomalies over
the ice loss regions of Hudson Bay and the Labrador,
Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian, and Laptev Seas
(Figs. 10b–d). In these regions there is an increase in
SAT due to a positive heat flux from the ocean to the
atmosphere (see Figs. 5l,q); therefore the cyclonic
anomalies are consistent with surface heat lows. Over
the central Arctic, the atmospheric responses are baroclinic since the Z500 responses are generally anticyclonic (Fig. 10g). Over the North Pacific and North
Atlantic the circulation responses are equivalently barotropic, though in general the circulation responses outside of the central Arctic are not statistically significant
in AS, ON, and DJ. The lack of statistically significant
responses in DJ implies that any impact that Arctic sea
ice loss may have on the large-scale circulation in DJ is
small in comparison with natural variability. There is a
statistically significant response over the North Atlantic
in ON where there is a cyclonic response in MSLP and a
dipole of cyclonic and anticyclonic responses in Z500.
Consistently, there is also significant response in the
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FIG. 8. Two-monthly means of mean Arctic (708–908N) fractional cloud cover responses as a percentage difference from CTRL (solid
line). The dashed line is the ensemble mean of the CTRL mean Arctic (708–908N) fractional cloud cover where the lower axis denotes the
scale. Crosses denote statistically significant responses at the 95% level from a Student’s t test.

Atlantic eddy-driven jet, with a weakening of the zonal
winds on the poleward flank and a strengthening on the
southern flank of the jet. The magnitude of this response
is approximately 10% of the mean state. In ON the
ocean-to-atmosphere heat flux is greatest, resulting in a
large (;8 K) increase in SAT (Figs. 5m,r). Therefore in
ON there is a reduction in the large-scale meridional
temperature gradient. Through thermal wind balance
this results in a southward shift of the Atlantic eddydriven jet (Fig. 10m), which is consistent with the coupled model experiment of Deser et al. (2015).
In February–March (FM) there is a cyclonic MSLP
anomaly over northern Europe and Siberia (Fig. 10e)

that is equivalently barotropic (Fig. 10j), though it is not
significant in the Z500 field. In the Z500 field there is a
significant cyclonic anomaly over southwestern North
America and significant anticyclonic anomalies over
North Africa and southern Europe. The low-level jet
(Fig. 10o) shows a weakening on the northern flank on
the leeward side of the Rocky Mountains and a
strengthening on the equatorward flank in the eastern
North Atlantic.
Some previous studies (e.g., Magnusdottir et al. 2004;
Honda et al. 2009) have found that anomalously low
Arctic sea ice conditions in autumn could lead to a negative NAO in the following winter. In this study no

FIG. 9. Two-monthly means of the Northern Hemisphere snow responses from 458–908N. Stippling indicates where the response is significant at the 95% level from a Student’s t test.
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FIG. 10. Two-monthly means of model responses (PERT 2 CTRL) for (a)–(e) MSLP, (f)–(j) geopotential height at 500 hPa, and (k)–(o)
zonal wind at 850 hPa from 308 to 908N. Stippling indicates where the response is significant at the 95% level from a Student’s t test.

preferred phase of the NAO (or AO) in winter is observed. This indicates that the winter circulation response
to low Arctic sea ice conditions in the preceding autumn is
small when compared with natural variability, which is
consistent with Screen et al. (2013) and Petrie et al. (2015).

5. Summary and conclusions
In this study the effects of an idealized loss of Arctic
sea ice have been investigated using a state-of-the-art
fully coupled climate model. Two 30-member ensembles
of model integrations, each of one year in length

beginning on 1 April, were performed. The integrations
start from a previously spun-up integration of the Met
Office Unified Model. The control (CTRL) and perturbation (PERT) experiments differ only in the initial
conditions of sea ice thickness (SIT) distributions on
1 April; the initial conditions of sea ice concentration
(SIC) are the same in both CTRL and PERT. In PERT
the sea ice melts during the annual cycle to give a sea ice
minimum that approximates the recently observed
anomalously low sea ice cover of 2007 or 2012. This
study, in contrast to most previous modeling studies,
utilizes a fully coupled climate model. It is also unique in
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its experimental design, applying a perturbation to the
SIT field to isolate the impacts of Arctic sea ice decline
on the large-scale atmospheric circulation while accounting for ocean–atmosphere interactions. The main
conclusions are as follows:
d

d

d

d

d

There are both local and remote sea surface temperature (SST) responses in the perturbation experiment.
Where the sea ice retreats there are local increases in
SSTs of ;3 K. This implies that an atmosphere-only
experiment investigating the loss of Arctic sea ice that
does not account for a local increase in SST of this order
of magnitude will likely underestimate the atmospheric
response to a given perturbation in SIC. Remote increases in SSTs are seen in the subpolar gyre region of the
North Atlantic and in the central North Pacific. In these
regions the anomalous surface heat fluxes are from the
atmosphere to the ocean, implying that heat released to
the atmosphere in regions of sea ice loss is exported out
of the Arctic where it warms the ocean.
There are both local and remote SAT responses in the
perturbation experiment. In the central Arctic basin
where the SIT has been reduced large increases in SAT
with magnitude ;8–10 K are seen in late autumn and
early winter. Increases in SAT outside of the central
Arctic are seen over continental North America with
magnitude ;1 K. The spatial distribution of the SAT responses in the model is similar to the changes seen in SAT
in the ERA-Interim data. It was found that up to twothirds of the observed increase in SAT in autumn over
continental North America in the recent low-ice period
may be explained as a response to Arctic sea ice loss.
There is a significant but weak dynamic response in
early summer (June–July) that has a pronounced projection onto the negative phase of the summer NAO,
with an associated southward shift of the eddy-driven
jet. Consistent with the mechanism proposed by Petrie
et al. (2015), sea ice loss in Hudson Bay and the
Labrador Sea induces increases in temperature at the
surface and vertically into the free troposphere in
the Newfoundland region. Through thermal wind
balance there is a reduction in the prevailing westerlies
and a downstream cyclonic anomaly over northwestern
Europe consistent with Rossby wave propagation.
There is also a southward shift of the eddy-driven jet in
late autumn (October–November) associated with a
reduction in the meridional temperature gradient.
In winter there is no evidence that links the loss of
Arctic sea ice with a particular phase of the NAO or
AO. This implies that the winter circulation response
to declines in Arctic sea ice is small compared with
natural variability, which is consistent with Screen
et al. (2013); Petrie et al. (2015).
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The results of this study suggest the response of the
atmospheric circulation to Arctic sea ice loss may be
very different when ocean–atmosphere coupling is
considered. In particular, a more extensive warming of
the Northern Hemisphere surface is seen, since the heat
lost from regions of Arctic sea ice loss can act to warm
the surface at lower latitudes. In turn, this results in a
larger response in the atmospheric circulation.
There is very large diversity in the results of
atmosphere-only experiments investigating the atmospheric circulation responses to Arctic sea ice loss
(Cohen et al. 2014). This diversity is large enough to
encompass atmospheric circulation responses with opposite signs. If the Arctic sea ice loss experiment in this
study were to be performed in other coupled ocean–
atmosphere climate models, it is likely that a qualitatively similar response in surface warming would be seen
(i.e., the heat lost from the regions of Arctic sea ice loss
would act to warm the surface at lower latitudes).
Therefore, a question to be addressed is whether the
atmospheric circulation responses of coupled climate
models to Arctic sea ice loss would produce moreconsistent responses than those currently seen in
atmosphere-only experiments.
Future work will investigate the thermodynamic and
circulation responses in the ocean within this idealized
simulation of Arctic sea ice loss.
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